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Partridge Publishing, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A cadre of four siblings, three
boys and one girl, the eldest being Ichiro, a boy of 13, live
without their parents in Serran, the capital of The Spirit Island
as their parents are sailors and hardly ever meet them.
Everything goes well. But of course, only as long as god wants
it to. On his thirteenth birthday Ichiro receives a letter and a
gift apparently from their parents. The letter claims their
parents to be dead and the gift being the fabled spirit fruits.
There are instead four metallic spheres in the box. Definitely
not something a human can digest. None of them believes the
letter, but when Ayami, the youngest of the four, takes a bite
from one of those four supposed-to-be-fruits, and Ichiro
follows, they are gifted with supernatural powers. Following
the instructions of the letter, they then start training with the
newly-gifted powers and on Ichiro s fourteenth birthday, set off
on a journey to revive their parents by defeating the evil soul,
the one that has managed to keep the Spirit God...
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This is the greatest pdf i actually have go through right up until now. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom
I found out this book from my dad and i advised this publication to find out.
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I actually started reading this pdf. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle span is going to
be enhance as soon as you total reading this ebook.
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